List of Dutch trains/vehicle mods

Dutch Vehicle List
This is an overview of all dutch mods available for train-fever. This list includes all vehicles that are owned by
dutch companies/run in the Netherlands. By clicking on the name of the mod, you go to the download page
of the mod. This lexicon entry has been made to avoid duplicate mods and as a handy overview for people
that are interested in dutch mods.

Always credit the developer of the mod. Note that indented mods are repaints of the original mod above,
hence model credits are not given in this case since they are already mentioned above the mod in question.
However, in case the mod is a repaint of a non-dutch mod, double credits are given in this case.

Provide the original name (e.g. 1600, Plan T, Mat'64) as well as the operator (NS, NS Cargo) for ease of use.

Deep linking (i.e. leeching) is not allowed! Always link to the download page for the mod.
Feel free to edit and expand this list. Always provide credit where it's due.

Steam Locomotives
- No steam locomotives available yet -

Diesel
Diesel Locomotives

Railion BR 232, repaint by Jo_Vink (model by wohlstandskind)
Diesel Multiple Units

NS Mat '34 "DE3" by Oppie
Veolia Stadler GTW 2/6 "Velios" by Cookiestomper (based off model by michi1990)

Electric
Electric Locomotives

NS 1100 by Oppie
NS 1600 by Oppie
NS Cargo 1600, repaint by Chriz
HUSA 1600, repaint by Jo_Vink
DB Schenker 1600, repaint by Chriz
NS 186 (Traxx, Intercity Direct), repaint by JaVaNocKziK
Electric Multiple Units
NS Plan V, Plan T (Mat '64) by Oppie
NS Plan Y, (Mat '74, SGMm) by Spoorobjecten
SGMm Improved, repaint + SGM expansion by JoopNL
VIRM (Regionrunner) by Spoorobjecten
VIRM Improved, repaint by JoopNL
Thalys PBA repaint by The Quiet Dutchman (model from in-game)
Veolia Stadler GTW-E 2/6 "Velios" by Cookiestomper (based off model by michi1990)
NS Stadler Flirt by Bastargre (model by Alex)

Carriage
Passenger Cars
NS ICR by Oppie
NS ICR Expansion Pack (1st class, BeNeLux), repaint by Yavianice
NS ICR Royal Expansion Pack (Royal Carriages), repaint by Yavianice
NS, BeNeLux Plan W, repaint by Yavianice (model by Grimes)
NS DDM, repaint by The Quiet Dutch (model from in-game)
Goods cars
NS SGns 681, repaint by Jo_Vink (model by Wohlstandskind)

Street Vehicles
Buses
Volvo 5000 Connexxion repaint by Eversor (model from in-game)
Berkhof Duvedec Connexxion Skin by Eversor (model from in-game)
MB Integro Repaint (model by SwissCh)
Qliner by bastargre
MB Citaro Repaint (model by mediziner)
Connexxion by bastargre
Syntus by bastargre
Twents by bastargre
U - OV by bastargre
Breng by bastargre

Street Cars
Trucks
Thank you modders for all your hard work providing dutch trains in the game.
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